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++  200mg 11/26/77 [with] QS 140 - fog sailing QS ppted at 0:40 to 100% - too
       abrupt. - no supplements - eust. tubes in control - voice, eating, demeanor
       all OK this time. Mine - probably ++ but in the cold of outside this is an
       unsure assignment.

+   150mg 12/30/77 [with] Colin (120) Istanbul - ferry trip. To + only. cool
       outside.

++  180mg 1/9/78 [:20] alert [0:40] ++ - I had forgotten how simple MDMA really is.
       [1:00] ++ [2:20] trace teeth clench, eyethrow, otherwise almost out. [3:00]
       mental out [8:00] physical out, too.

+   210mg 1/10/78 - continue new lot, at [3:00] +60->270mg - second dosage largely
       quit- 1st proper chronology message. chemical OK for VZ, QS experiment, also
       for MZ Impotent.

++     180+60+70 1/15/78 combination: VZ 110+70+70 QS 140+40+70 -> Σ 310, 250, 250
       supplement at [1:40] & [4:20] [11:25=0:00]. Chron. proper - toxicity.  VZ
       short, brief nystagmus - muscle in-coordination - tension + headache. QS- in
       AM. ([~20:00]) visual light against dark, vica versa, & faint briefly. ATS.
       - some hang over next day. however considerable wine in [9:00-11:00] slot.
       2 supplements too much.

++     160+40 1/28/78 combination AG. 120+40 TG 100+40 Fred 120+40, Peggy 100
       1:15=[0:00] alerts at [0:10 - 0:30] Peggy [0:45] nausea - vomiting -
       recognition of damage to stomach from chronic alcohol. ATS to ++ [1:40]
       supplement all but Peggy ~[3:00] dropping - into evening [with] relaxed
       afterglow - very successful.

++     160+40 2/11/78 combination AG 120+40, TG 100+40, ATS 160+40. chron. perfect
       to ++, suppl. at [1:10] - U.C. Museum. going down at [3:00] largely out at
       [4:00] ++.

++(+)  200+60 3/3/78 combination VZ 160+60 QS 160+60 EB 125+60 all suppl. at [1:00]
       8:25PM=[0:00] chron - normal - all to ~++. VZ! compulsive vision - insight
       - chest pain at ~[0:40] followed by lightening & thunder - ~shock ~10min.
       later [~3:00] from tub house on hill this fog is doubled star of david, Then
       red, white & green swastika. Profound, and admitted psychosomatic. ATS -
       heavy nystagmus at [1:00-1:30] - face masks (pretty, gold & green runners in
       tub at [3:30]. [with] illusion & physical, mine +++. Postmortem: [12:00] QS
       start retreat and for 24 hrs - infantile retreat - amnesia ≅ 16 years
       amnesia of childhood - then OK. VZ says

++     160+60 3/5/78 combination AG 160+60, TG 100+60, Fred 160+60 Peggy 100
       only 10:20=[0:00] supplement at [1:30] normal chronology. fleeting nausea by
       Peggy at [1:15]. Out at [4:20] - uneventful - relaxed afterglow. End of
       series.
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